
Summary. CXCR3 is a G-protein coupled receptor
which binds to ELR-negative CXC chemokines that
have been found to impact immune responses, vascular
develop, and wound repair. More recently, CXCR3 has
been examined in the context of cancer and increased
expression in many human tumors has been correlated
with poor prognosis in breast, melanoma, colon and
renal cancer patients. Three variants of CXCR3 are
identified so far (CXCR3-A, CXCR3-B and CXCR3-alt)
with the two primary ones, CXCR3-A and CXCR3-B,
considered to induce opposite physiological functions.
Generally, CXCR3-A, the predominant form in
hematopoietic cells, appears to mediate tumor “go”
signaling via promoting cell proliferation, survival,
chemotaxis, invasion and metastasis; while CXCR3-B,
the main form on formed elements including epithelial
cells, appears to mediate tumor “stop” signaling via
promoting growth suppression, apoptosis and vascular
involution. Thus, aberrant expression of the isoforms
CXCR3-A and CXCR3-B could affect tumor
progression. In this review, we have discussed the
profiles of CXCR3 variants and related signaling, as
well as the role of CXCR3 variants in cancer.
Key words: Chemokines, Cancer, CXCR3, CXCR3-A,
CXCR3-B

Introduction

Chemokines, or chemotactic cytokines, are a
superfamily of approximately 50 soluble cytokines with
low molecular weight (8-15KD) that were initially
defined as proteins which recruit leukocytes to
inflammatory sites and to secondary lymphoid organs
(Moser and Loetscher, 2001). Chemokines are not
simply immune regulators as they have been shown to
play important roles in development, angiogenesis,
hematopoiesis, atherosclerosis, inflammation, immunity
diseases and cancer progression (Luster, 1998;
Romagnani et al., 2004; Vandercappellen et al., 2008;
Singh et al., 2011). Chemokines are divided into 4
subgroups according to the number and positioning of
conserved cysteines in the amino-terminal domains: C,
CC, CXC and CX3C. The CXC chemokines are further
divided into whether they have glutamic acid-leucine-
arginine sequence (“ELR” motif); the effects of the
chemokines on angiogenesis are opposite depending on
ELR motif presence.

CXCR3, a receptor which binds to the members of
so-called angiostatic ELR-negative CXC chemokine
subfamily, including CXCL9/MIG, CXCL10/IP10,
CXCL11/ITAC/IP9, CXCL4/PF4 and its variant
CXCL4L1/PF4V1, has been found to be up-regulated in
many human tumors; the increased levels correlate with
poor prognosis for breast, melanoma, renal and colon
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cancer patients (Billottet et al., 2013). Like the other
chemokine receptors, CXCR3 is a seven transmembrane
pass G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) whose
ligandation triggers several downstream pathways e.g.
MAPKs, Src and PI3K signaling upon ligands binding
and activation via classical heterotrimeric G proteins. 

CXCR3 was cloned in 1996 and renamed as
CXCR3-A, after an alternative spliced isoform CXCR3-
B was found. Another splice variant, CXCR-alt, was
identified in 2004 (Ehlert et al., 2004), but little has been
discerned about this isoform. CXCR3-A and CXCR3-B
mediate disparate signaling events to promote different
cellular responses. Generally, CXCR3-A appears to
promote proliferation, cell survival, chemotaxis and
invasion, while CXCR3-B appears to mediate growth
suppression, apoptosis and angiostatic. Almost all
human cells express both CXCR3-A and CXCR3-B,
except for primary cultured human mesangial cells
(HMC) only expressing CXCR3-A and human
microvascular endothelial cell (HMvEC) only
expressing CXCR3-B (Lasagni et al., 2003). However,

the predominant isoform differs by cell types. In
hematopoietically-derived cells, CXCR3A represents
essentially all the receptor, whereas on differentiated
epithelial cells and fibroblasts, CXCR3B predominates. 

In the tumor organ, CXCR3 and its ligands are
expressed on the tumor cells, stromal cells, vessels and
recruited leukocytes, with most all of these cells also
producing various ligands. Consequently, CXCR3 is
involved in tumor progression directly or indirectly by
regulating tumor outgrowth, migration, invasion,
angiogenesis and immunity. In light of complexity of
CXCR3 and ligands expression and activation in tumor
microenvironment, we chose to focus our discussion on
the divergent role of human CXCR3 isoforms,
specifically in human tumor biology per se, instead of
tumor angiogenesis or tumor immunity. 
Gene and protein structures

The CXCR3 gene was cloned and characterized
initially as the selective receptor for CXCL9 and
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Fig. 1. Schematic of CXCR3 isoforms
gene and protein sequence. CXCR3
gene mapped on human chromosome X
with two exons and one intron. CXCR3-
B transcript variant uses an alternate
acceptor splice site at the 3’ terminal
exon compared to CXCR3-A variant.
This and an alternative in-frame ATG
start codon result in CXCR3-B with a
longer and distinct N-terminus compared
to CXCR3-A. Both isoforms encode a
seven-transmembrane G-protein
coupling protein. TD, transmembrane
domain; In-loop, intracellular loop; Ex-
loop, extracellular loop.



CXCL10 (Loetscher et al., 1996), and was later mapped
as a single-copy gene on chromosome Xq13 (Loetscher
et al., 1998). The CXCR3 mRNA species originally
denoted, was renamed to CXCR3-A after an alternative
spliced isoform CXCR3-B was identified and
characterized (Lasagni et al., 2003). CXCR3-A mRNA
encodes a protein of 368 amino acids with a molecular
mass of 40,659 Daltons when unmodified. CXCR3-B
has 415 residues which contains a longer extracellular
domain at the N-terminus. Therefore, isolated detection
of CXCR3-A is difficult due to almost complete overlap
with CXCR3B (Fig. 1). Both isoforms are predicted to
have seven transmembrane domains. The electrophoresis
shift of mildly reduced CXCR3 indicated post-
translational modification or the homo/hetero-dimers
(Ehlert et al., 2004). 

Another spliced variant CXCR3-alt, a drastically
altered C-terminal protein sequence compared to
CXCR3-A, has a predicted four- or five-transmembrane
domain structure, differing from all known functional
chemokine receptors. CXCR3-alt has 267 residues with
the predicted size of 28,715 Daltons and displays a well-
focusing band at ~33kDa on western blot analyses due to
potential N-glycosylation on the extracellular parts of
the receptor. Despite severe structural changes, CXCR3-
alt still localizes to the cell surface and mediates
functional activity in the presence of CXCL11 (Ehlert et
al., 2004). RT-PCR products from colorectal cancer cell
lines showed an additional PCR band other than
CXCR3-A, CXCR3-B or CXCR3-alt (Zipin-Roitman et
al., 2007). However, this last altered CXCR3 isoforms
has not been properly studied similar to the very few
studies on CXCR3-alt; thus we will limit our discussion
only on CXCR3-A and CXCR3-B. 
CXCR3 ligands and isoforms binding

CXC chemokines such as CXCL9, CXCL10,
CXCL11, CXCL4 and its non-allelic variant CXCL4L1
are the members of ELR-negative CXC chemokine
subfamily and all bind to the CXCR3 chemokine
receptors. However, the ligands bind to the CXCR3
isoforms with different affinities (Fulton, 2009; Billottet
et al., 2013). CXCL9, CXCL10 and CXCL11 bind to
both CXCR3-A and CXCR3-B, with all three
chemokines having higher affinity for CXCR3-A
(Loetscher et al., 1996; Lasagni et al., 2003). Another
ligand, CXCL4, shows high affinity for CXCR3-B but
not CXCR3-A (Lasagni et al., 2003). Of note, it was
later found the higher concentration of CXCL4
(micromolar) could also induce signaling and T-
lymphocytes migration, likely via CXCR3-A (Mueller et
al., 2008). CXCL4L1, a variant of CXCL4 with only 3
amino acid residues substitution in the C-terminus, can
bind to both isoforms (Struyf et al., 2010), whereas
CXCL4L1 appears more angiostatic than CXCL4
(Struyf et al., 2004). Human CCL21, in the absence of
its primary receptor CCR7, has been reported as a
functional ligand for CXCR3 inducing chemotaxis in

adult microglial cells where CXCR3 is expressed
predominantly (Dijkstra et al., 2004), though this has not
been separately reported.

The residues and domains in CXCR3 receptor have
been studied to identify their roles in ligands binding and
receptor activation. It has been demonstrated that
chemokine activation of CXCR3 involved both high-
affinity ligand-binding interactions with negatively
charged residues in the extracellular domains of CXCR3
and a lower-affinity receptor-activating interaction in the
second extracellular loop. The sulfation of CXCR3 on its
N terminus (Y27 or/and Y29) is required for binding and
activation by CXCL9, CXCL10 and CXCL11 (Colvin et
al., 2006). The first 16 amino acids and the first
extracellular loop of CXCR3 are important for maximal
CXCL10 and CXCL11 binding and activation but are
dispensable for CXCL9 binding (Xanthou et al., 2003).
A D112A (within 1st extracellular loop) mutation
dramatically reduced CXCR3 function. Arginine 216 in
the second extracellular loop is required for CXCR3
activation upon CXCL9-11 binding, but plays a minimal
role in ligand binding or ligand-induced receptor
internalization (Colvin et al., 2006). The third
extracellular loop of CXCR3 is important only for
CXCL9- and CXCL10-induced chemotaxis but not
CXCL11 (Xanthou et al., 2003). On the signaling side,
CXCL11-induced cell migration is regulated by the
CXCR3 membrane proximal carboxyl terminus (Dagan-
Berger et al., 2006).
Subcellular localization

The cell surface exposure of CXCR3 is regulated
and associated with specific cell conditions i.e.
replicating or malignant cells. For example, human
bronchial epithelial cells (HBECs) were found to express
CXCR3-B primarily, but the majority of the cells
(>80%) expressed intracellular CXCR3, and only a
minority (<40%) expressed it on cell surface and most of
these cells were in the late S to G2/M phases of the cell
cycle (Aksoy et al., 2006). We previously published that
CXCR3 was predominantly expressed on the cell
membrane of normal prostate tissues and primary
prostate tumors. However, in metastatic prostate cancer,
most of the receptors were detected on in the whole cell
analyses, indicating that the receptor was internalized or
down-regulated following metastatic transformation
based on autocrine or paracrine signaling (Wu et al.,
2012). In breast cancer cell lines, cell surface expression
of CXCR3 could only be detected in a sub-population of
the cells, but most of cells expressed cytosolic CXCR3
(Datta et al., 2006; Walser et al., 2006).
Receptor trafficking

CXCR3 internalization occurs in different ways
depending on different ligands stimulation and cell type.
CXCR3(+) T cells are themselves a source of IFN-
gamma, which potently induces the expression of
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CXCR3 ligands, thus the activities of CXCR3 in T-
lymphocytes are tightly controlled. CXCR3
replenishment on the cell surface is much slower than
most other chemokine receptors due to dependency on
de novo mRNA and protein synthesis and protein
trafficking to the cell surface (Meiser et al., 2008).
CXCR3 can be efficiently internalized in the absence of
ligand, a process involving a YXXL motif at the extreme
of the C terminus (Meiser et al., 2008). Out of the three
ligands, CXCL11 is the most potent and physiologic
inducer of CXCR3 internalization (Colvin et al., 2004).
CXCL11-induced CXCR3 down-regulation occurs in a
rapid, dose-dependent manner, and is dynamin and β-
arrestin independent. However, CXCL10- and CXCL9-
induced internalization proceeds through the dynamin/β-
arrestin 1 pathway. Additionally, CXCL10- and CXCL9-
induced CXCR3 internalization requires the C terminus
of CXCR3, while CXCL11-induced CXCR3
internalization is independent of the C terminus instead
requiring the third intracellular loop of CXCR3 (Colvin
et al., 2004). Internalized CXCR3 receptor is degraded
by lysosomes and proteasomes independent of
phosphorylation, ubiquitination status or a conserved LL
motif (Meiser et al., 2008). 

In cancer this may be deranged. CXCR3 expression
in breast cancer cell lines was found not down-regulated
by exposure to high concentrations (500ng/ml) of its
ligand, CXCL10, but rather was enhanced, with
increased de novo protein synthesis (Goldberg-Bittman
et al., 2004). Additionally, overexpression of CXCL10 in
prostate localized cancer cell line LNCap increased
CXCR3 expression significantly, which is another
evidence of CXCL10 induced receptor upregulation
(Nagpal et al., 2006). 
Signal transduction

CXCR3-A and CXCR3-B mediate distinct signaling
cascades that depend on specific G protein coupling,
different binding affinity of the ligands and cell types
(Lasagni et al., 2003; Kouroumalis et al., 2005). In
general, CXCR3-A signaling promotes cell proliferation
and chemotaxis, whereas CXCR3-B suppresses
proliferation and migration and sensitizes to apoptosis.
HMvEC transfected with CXCR3-A exhibited a rapid,
dose-dependent intracellular calcium flux in response to
CXCL9-11; CXCR3-B transfectants had much higher
basal cAMP levels compared to mock transfectants and
this was further increased upon CXCL9-11 or CXCL4
stimulation indicating receptor coupling with Gαs
protein. CXCR3-A induced proliferation was pertussis
toxic (PTX)-sensitive which indicates signaling via a
Gαi/o protein (Lasagni et al., 2003). A study using mice
deficient in the Gαi2 and Gαi3 found that knocking out
Gαi2 subunits abrogated CXCR3-induced lymphocytes
chemotaxis, whereas knocking out Gαi3 increased
lymphocytes migration and GTPγS binding (Thompson
et al., 2007). These results suggest that Gαi2 subunits
are required for CXCR3-mediated signaling and Gαi3

subunits inhibit CXCR3 signaling in mouse T-
lymphocytes, though the translation to other cell types
remain uncertain. 

CXCR3B has been noted as angiostatic. The
angiostatic activity of CXCL10 is mediated through
PKA-dependent inhibition of m-calpain that prevent
rear-end retraction for endothelial cells motility (Bodnar
et al., 2006). In addition, the angiostatic effect follows
from the activation of p38/MAPK activity induced by
CXCL4/CXCL10 binding to the CXCR3-B isoform
(Petrai et al., 2008). In keratinocyte, on the other hand,
CXCL11 induces cell motility via signaling through
PLC-β3, resulting in the activation of μ-calpain to allow
for partial cell de-adhesion from the substratum (Satish
et al., 2005). These findings were confirmed in prostate
cancer cells where we found that CXCL4 and CXCL10
promoted cell motility and invasiveness of DU145 and
PC3 cells through PLC-β3 and μ-calpain whereas in
normal prostate cells, RWPE-1 PKA-mediated signaling
to block m-calpain reduced cell migration (Wu et al.,
2012). The activation of μ-calpain by CXCR3
ligandation in endothelial cells results in anoikis due to
cleavage of the intracellular tail of the β 3 integrin
(Bodnar et al., 2009). Of interest, pericytes produce
CXCR3 ligands that then trigger anoikis in the immature
vessels via the same μ-calpain pathway as noted above
(Bodnar et al., 2013). Thus, CXCR3 signaling would
limit angiogenesis even in tumors.

Finally, it was reported CXCR3-B can mediate
growth-inhibitory signals in human renal cancer cells
and breast cancer cells by downregulating the expression
of heme oxygenase-1 and by modulating Bach-1 and
Nrf2 nuclear translocation, respectively and both studies
indicated that growth inhibition was due to p38/MAPK
activation (Datta et al., 2010; Balan and Pal, 2013).
Overall, distinct signaling cascades mediated by CXCR3
are cell type specific and results in various cellular
responses including cell motility, invasion, apoptosis and
proliferation (Fig. 2). 
Regulation of CXCR3 isoforms expression

Although the differences in the expression and
signaling cascades of the two isoforms are well
established, the modulation of alternative splicing for the
differential expression of these isoforms has not been
extensively studied. There are several possible
mechanisms for the alternative splicing. Datta et al
showed that Ras could down-regulate the CXCR3-B
isoform in breast cancer cells. Specifically, these authors
found that activated Ras, Ha-Ras(12v), could up-regulate
CXCL10 gene expression as transfection with CXCL10
promoter-luciferase construct led to Ha-Ras(12v) dose-
dependent luciferase activity and this up-regulation was
coupled with Ha-Ras(12v) dose dependent down-
regulation of the growth-inhibitory isoform, CXCR3-B,
resulted in enhanced breast cancer cells proliferation
(Datta et al., 2006). However, this study did not
explicitly determine the transcription factors involved in
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inducing CXCL10 or the factors responsible for
CXCR3-B down-regulation. 

Another possible mechanism for CXCR3 alternative
splicing is through epigenetic changes. We previously
published that CXCR3-A was highly expressed in
metastatic prostate cancer cells when compared to
normal prostate cells. We did not find significant
mutation in CXCR3 gene in cancer cells and concluded
that nucleotide substitution was not a differentiating
factor for CXCR3 in normal and malignant prostate cell
(Kumar, 2013). Moreover, both receptors are functional
in normal and malignant prostate cell lines (Wu et al.,
2012). Therefore, in the absence of DNA mutation in
both normal and malignant cells, other mechanism(s)
might be the cause for changes in the level of CXCR3
isoform and we theorized that epigenetic regulation
might play roles in CXCR3 alternative splicing. We

found that CXCR3 gene promoter was highly
methylated in RWPE-1 (normal prostate cells), PC-3 and
DU145 (cancer cells) with no appreciable differences
(Kumar, 2013). This justifies our observations that the
CXCR3 gene expression did not change between normal
and metastatic cells; rather, the cells differ only in the
level of the isoforms. Intragenic DNA methylation was
observed to be high in included alternatively spliced
exons and serve as the binding sites for methyl-CpG-
binding protein (MeCP2) that supports RNA polymerase
II during transcription elongation (Maunakea et al.,
2013). Interestingly, we found that the normal cells and
prostate cancer cells have different intragenic
methylation profile with the cancer cells showed lacked
of several CpG methylation in the intron flanking the
splice junction, suggesting that these unmethylated CpG
sites might be responsible for exon skipping resulting in
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Fig. 2. CXCR3 Isoforms play
functional roles in seemingly
opposing directions. CXCR3A
signaling mainly via Gαi or Gαq
subunits activates phospholipase
C-beta (PLC-β) to initiate calcium
influx; mu-calpain (calpain-1) is
subsequently activated to facilitate
motility or even cause anoikis in
endothelial cells (via beta-3 integrin
cleavage). Gα protein also
activates PI3K-AKT and Src-Ras-
ERK signaling pathways to
promote cell migration and
survival/proliferation. CXCR3B

signaling via Gαs or Gαq subunits to trigger protein kinase A (PKA) to inhibit m-calpain (calpain-2) results in the inhibition of migration. CXCR3-B
activates p38 MAPK-p21-Socs3 pathway to prevent JAK2-stats3 activation. In breast cancer, CXCR3-B activation promotes the activation of p38 MAPK
and inhibition of ERK1/2 that associates with an increased nuclear localization of Bach-2 and nuclear export of Nrf2. The modulation of Bach-1/Nfr2
nuclear localization down-regulates HO-1, and these events can promote increased apoptosis and reduced proliferation of breast cancer cells.



higher CXCR3-A in the cancer cells (Kumar, Ma, Wells,
unpublished observations). However, the contribution of
these specific CpG sites and the contribution of intron
methylation in alternative splicing remain to be
validated. 
CXCR3 in cancer

Metastatic cancers are responsible for about 90% of
cancer-related mortality (Mehlen and Puisieux, 2006).
The initial steps for tumor dissemination are ‘escape’
from the solid tumor and then migration to other sites via
hematogenous route. Next, disseminated cancer cells
need to seed, survive and colonize the ectopic sites.
Disseminated cancers are usually more refractory to
prior cancer treatments, therefore an ideal strategy is to
prevent metastasis by limiting initial dissemination and
preventing secondary spread (Wells et al., 2013). A
potential approach to limit dissemination is to re-instate
the physiological ‘stop’ signals that keep normal and
dysplastic epithelial cells localized. One aspect of this
field has mainly focused on carcinoma cells switching
between epithelial and mesenchymal (epithelial-
mesenchymal transition and mesenchymal-epithelial
reverting transition) phenotypes to facilitate migration,
survival and colonization at the ectopic site (Chao et al.,
2011a,b; Ma and Wells, 2014; Taylor et al., 2014). More
recently, paracrine signals have been recognized as
providing additional inhibitions to migration.
Consequently, CXCR3 has been examined in the context
of cancer as increasing evidence shows that CXCR3 is
expressed and functional in almost all cells, and is
crucial in terminating migration during wound repair
(Yates et al., 2008; Huen and Wells, 2012) and
angiogenesis (Bodnar et al., 2006, 2009, 2013). CXCR3
was found upregulated in many primary and metastatic
tumors such as breast, prostate, colon, colorectal,
melanoma and ovarian cancer (Table 1). Moreover,
CXCR3 has been linked with poor prognosis in breast,
melanoma and colon cancer patients. 
CXCR3 in prostate renal cancer 

The differential expression pattern of CXCR3
isoforms was found to correlate with the progression of
prostate cancer. Previously, we published that CXCR3
expression was elevated in prostate cancer when
compared to normal tissues (Wu et al., 2012).
Specifically, CXCR3-A mRNA was upregulated in
prostate cancer specimens while CXCR3-B mRNA was
downregulated in these specimens. In all cell lines,
CXCR3-B was predominantly expressed except for
DU145 and total CXCR3 mRNA was sustained.
However, the ratio of CXCR3-A/CXCR3-B mRNA
levels was increased in the invasive and metastatic
DU145 and PC3 prostate cancer cells compared to
RWPE1, but not in the localized LNCaP cells. These
resulted in CXCL10 and CXCL4-promoted cell motility

and invasiveness in both DU-145 and PC-3 cells instead
of inhibiting cell migration as in RWPE-1 cells. We also
found that ectopic expression of CXCR3-B in DU-145
cells decreased cell movement and invasion. It was
previously reported that overexpression of CXCL10 in
LNCaP cells, where CXCR3-B is the dominant isoform,
inhibited cell proliferation and PSA production (Nagpal
et al., 2006). These two findings indicate that CXCR3-B
functions as anti-growth and anti-migratory isoform in
prostate cancer. As mentioned before, CXCR3 is found
primarily on the membrane of the normal cells but
internalized in the cancer cells. It was postulated that
intracellular expression might indicate progression into
highly aggressive phenotype and induce intracellular
tumorigenesis signaling (Engl et al., 2006). In all, these
results suggest that a change from low to high ratio
CXCR3-A/CXCR3-B promotes prostate cancer
metastasis and stimulates cell migration and invasion
(Wu et al., 2012). 
CXCR3 and ligands in breast cancer 

Both CXCR3 isoforms were found expressed in
breast cancer cell lines (Goldberg-Bittman et al., 2004;
Datta et al., 2006; Li et al., 2011). Ma et al examined
CXCR3 protein expression in a series of 75 primary
breast tumors from women with stage I or II disease at
diagnosis. They detected CXCR3 in the cytoplasm and
membrane of malignant cells from every patient,
whereas normal ducts were negative or weakly positive
and found that CXCR3 is associated with the poor
survival of breast cancer patients (Ma et al., 2009).
Additionally, it was reported that activated form of Ras,
HA-Ras(12V), promoted CXCL10 transcriptional
activation and downregulated the anti-growth isoform
CXCR3-B in two human breast cancer cell lines, MDA-
MB-435 and MCF-7, with the combination of these two
events resulting in enhanced breast cancer cells
proliferation (Datta et al., 2006). 

Several ways of preventing breast oncogenesis and
metastasis have been proposed. It was reported that
prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) could repress CXCL9 and
CXCL10 secretion in MCF-7 and MDA-MB231 cells
and PGE2 repression could be inhibited by
cyclooxygenase inhibitor to enhance intratumoral
immune infiltration (Bronger et al., 2012). Other
methods include CXCR3 gene silencing and small
molecule inhibitor of CXCR3 signaling, AMG487. Both
methods were effective in inhibiting lung metastases but
did not affect the growth of local breast cancer in mouse
model highlighting the role of CXCR3 in promoting
breast cancer metastasis but not incidence (Walser et al.,
2006; Ma et al., 2009). In all, it was found that signaling
via CXCR3-A promotes breast cancer proliferation and
CXCR3-B prevents cancer growth. Several therapeutic
strategies have been explored including the use of COX2
inhibitor to promote tumor infiltrating immune cells and
the roles of gene silencing and small molecule inhibitor
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AMG487 to prevent metastasis. 
CXCR3 in colon/rectum cancer 

In colon cancer, 18-34% of the patient specimens
showed intense CXCR3 staining; most of these CXCR3-
positive patients were also diagnosed with lymph node
metastases (Kawada et al., 2007; Du et al., 2014).

Kawada et al. reported that, similar to breast cancer,
patients with CXCR3 expression presented with poorer
prognosis than those without CXCR3, or those
expressing CXCR4 or CCR7. They found that some
human colon cancer cell lines express CXCR3
constitutively but both CXCR3 expressing and non-
expressing cells metastasized to the lymph nodes at
similar rate. Exogenously expressing CXCR3 in colon
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Table 1. CXCR in cancer cell lines.

Cancer type cell lines tumor Reference
CXCR3 A B CXCR3 A B

prostate RWPE1# √ low high normal √ √ √ Wu et al., 2012
DU145 √ #** $** primary #** #** $**
PC3 √ #** $** Mets #** #** $*
LNCap √ #** ®**

breast MCF-10A# low primary #** Li et al., 2011
MCF-7 √ LN Mets #* Ma et al., 2009
T-47D √ Walser et al., 2006
MDA-MB-231 √ Datta et al., 2006
MDA-MB-468 √ Goldberg-Bittman et al., 2004
MDA-MB-435 √ √ √

colon/rectum SW620 √ × primary √ Kawada et al., 2007
HT29 √ low LN Mets #* Cambien et al., 2009
HCT116 √ low Liver Mets #* Du et al., 2014
SW480 √ × Zipin-Roitman et al., 2007
DLD-1 × low Murakami et al., 2012
colo205 √
WiDr √
RKO √
LS174T √
Caco2 ×
HCT15 ×
C26 √
KM12C √
KM12SM √

melanoma C32TG √ Kawada et al., 2004
G361 √
HMV-1 √
SK-Mel28 low

ovarian normal √ √ √ Furuya et al., 2007
endometriosis #**
primary #** $***
Mets #*

melanoma PC-298 √ primary √ Pinto et al., 2014
Mel-Juso √ Monteagudo et al., 2007
Mel-HO √
IGR-39 √
WM-115 √
A-375 low
MeWo low
SK-Mel28 low
Malme-3 M √
SK-Mel 2 √
WM-266.4 √
IGR-37 √
Mel-RC08 √

renal ACHN √ √ √ normal √ √ √ Utsumi et al., 2014
Caki-1 √ √ √ primary #** #** $** Datta et al., 2008
786-O √ √ √ Mets #* #* $**

*, compare to primary tumor; **, compare to normal tissue/cell line; ***, compare to endometriosis tissue; #, immortalized normal cell line



cancer cells resulted in greater tumor growth at 4 weeks
when introduced into susceptible mice and that more
mice showed macroscopic metastasis in para-aortic
lymph node at 6 weeks (59% vs 14%, P<0.05). In
contrast to lymph nodes, metastasis to the liver or lung
was rare, and unaffected by CXCR3 expression (Kawada
et al., 2007). 

In clinical colorectal cancer (CRC) samples, CXCR3
expression level is significantly higher in metastatic foci
within the lymph nodes (LNs) and liver compared to
primary tumors. Some human CRC cell lines
constitutively express all three known CXCR3 variants
(Zipin-Roitman et al., 2007; Rubie et al., 2008;
Murakami et al., 2012). Similarly, CXCR3 activation in
vitro and in vivo promoted cancer migration and growth,
with CXCR3 inhibition by AMG487 abrogating both
responses. In the mice, however, CXCR3 antagonism
only prevented lung metastases but not in the liver as
CXCR3 was only increased in lung nodules when
compared to liver nodules (Cambien et al., 2009).
However, in vivo metastatic activity of CXCR3
knockdown in SW620 CRC cell line significantly
reduced metastasis to the LNs, liver and lungs in a
mouse rectal transplantation model with greater
suppression on LNs metastases (Murakami et al., 2012). 
CXCR3 and ligands in lung cancer

In lung cancer, CXCR3 promotes cancer progression
via modulating receptor expression level in the
inflammatory cells or modulating ligands expression
level in the tumor cells. Unlike other cancers, in non-
small cell lung cancer clinical samples, the tumor cells
and vessels are mainly negative, but the infiltrating
immune cells stain strongly for CXCR3. Increased
expression of CXCR3 in the tumor islets and stroma was
correlated with extended survival indicating that
inflammatory cells were recruited to the tumor islets and
stroma for tumor killing (Ohri et al., 2010). Moreover,
administration of IL-7 decreased tumor burden and was
associated with increased CXCR3 expression on tumor
associated T-cells, further corroborating previous
observation showing the recruitment of immune cells to
the tumor (Andersson et al., 2009, 2011). In comparison
to Calu-1, a squamous cell carcinoma cell line that
produces high level of angiostatic CXCL10, human lung
adenocarcinoma epithelial cell line A549 has reduced
CXCL10 secretion and restoration of CXCL10 in A549
led to inhibition of tumorigenesis without increased
leukocyte infiltration (Arenberg et al., 1997). It is thus
thought that in lung cancer, generally, CXCR3 and its
ligands play roles in tumor killing via the recruitment of
immune cells or inflammatory cells and the inhibition of
tumor angiogenesis as opposed to direct effects on the
tumor cells. 
CXCR3 and ligands in ovarian cancer 

Furuya et al. have demonstrated differential

expressions of CXCR3 variants in endometriosis and
ovarian cancers and CXCL4/CXCL4L1 expressions in
the tumor associated macrophages (TAMs). CXCR3-A
was found elevated in both ovarian cancer and
endometriosis samples when compared to normal ovary
while CXCR3-alt and CXCR3-B were up-regulated and
down-regulated in ovarian cancer, respectively when
compared to endometriosis samples. CXCR3-A was
mainly expressed on the cancer cells and infiltrating
lymphocytes whereas CXCR3-B and CXCR3-alt were
detected in the microvessels (Furuya et al., 2011).
CXCL4 and CXCL4L1 in endometriosis-associated
ovarian cancers (EAOCs) were significantly
downregulated compared with those in endometriosis.
Specifically, CXCL4 and CXCL4L1 were lower in
cancer lesions when compared to corresponding
endometriosis lesions found within the same cysts.
Further analyses showed that CXCL4 was strongly
expressed in the CD68+ macrophages in the
endometriosis but CD68+ macrophages in ovarian
cancer lesions were negative for CXCL4 suggesting
different functions of these cells (Furuya et al., 2007,
2011, 2012). These studies suggest that CXCR3-A
contributes to ovarian cancer tumorigenesis, similar to
our findings with prostate cancer (Wu et al., 2012), and
taken together, the two studies show that lower
expression of anti-growth CXCR3-B isoform and
angiostatic CXCL4 in ovarian tumor leads to impaired
tumor angiogenesis.
CXCR3 in renal cancer 

CXCR3 was found up-regulated in renal cancer and
this was correlated to poor prognosis (Johrer et al., 2005;
Suyama et al., 2005; Klatte et al., 2008). CXCR3-
A/CXCR3-B ratio was found higher in renal cell
carcinoma samples than in normal kidney samples, and
total CXCR3 and CXCR3-A expression was
significantly higher in metastatic than in nonmetastatic
carcinoma samples (Utsumi et al., 2014). Calcineurin
inhibitors (CNI), used to limit inflammation and
allograft rejection, promoted the development and
recurrence of several cancers. In renal cancer,
specifically, CNI may mediate the progression of human
renal cancer by downregulating CXCR3-B and by
promoting proliferation through CXCR3-A (Datta et al.,
2008). A separate study found that CXCR3-B
overexpression significantly down-regulated the
expression of anti-apoptotic heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1)
in human renal cancer cells. Additionally, human renal
cancer tissues expressing low amounts of CXCR3-B
significantly overexpress HO-1 at both mRNA and
protein level (Datta et al., 2010). CXCR3-B acts as anti-
tumor isoform in renal cancer, similar to prostate and
breast cancers.
CXCR3 and ligands in melanoma

Melanocytes present an epithelial phenotype
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transitions to a mesenchymal one as melanoma develops.
As such, one might consider the same ‘stop’ and ‘go’
signals as in carcinomas. The expression of CXCR3 has
been evaluated in patients with primary invasive
cutaneous melanomas and there is a significant
association of CXCR3-positive tumor cell
immunoreactivity with tumor thickness of >1mm, or
invasive, lethal melanoma (Monteagudo et al., 2007).
Another study assessed the expression of CXCR3 and its
ligands in thirteen human melanoma cell lines from
primary tumors and eight cell lines established from
metastasis from different tissues. All cell lines expressed
CXCR3 mainly in the cytosol but a small subpopulation
(<2%) of the cells in six cell lines showed positive
surface staining. Additionally, most cell lines expressed
high levels of CXCL9/CXCL11 but not CXCL10. These
results suggest that surface expression of CXCR3 is
tightly regulated and intracellular receptor expression
might be related to metastasis and poor prognosis (Pinto
et al., 2014). Accumulating evidence has shown a
positive correlation of CXCR3 with melanoma invasion
and metastasis. Knock down of CXCR3 in mouse
melanoma B16F10 cells markedly reduced metastatic
frequency compared with the parental cells (Kawada et

al., 2004). In a highly invasive melanoma cell line BLM,
CXCL9 triggered cell chemotaxis (Robledo et al., 2001).
Lastly, it has been shown that tumor endothelial cells
(ECs) secrete high levels of CXCL9 and CXCL10 in
melanoma metastases, which induce spontaneous
migration of melanoma cells and disrupts the endothelial
barrier, resulting in an accelerated transendothelial
migration (Amatschek et al., 2010). In sum, the CXCR3
signaling conspires to promote melanoma invasion and
dissemination.
Conclusions 

In the tumor microenvironment, all the cells
including tumor epithelial cells, inflammatory cells and
endothelial cells express CXCR3 and secrete its cognate
ligands. Thus, the responses of the tumor organ could be
quite complex, but the overall direction seems to be one
of a shift from normally suppressive signals to positive,
tumor progression promoting signals. Differential
expression of CXCR3 isoforms contributes to the
divergent physiological functions as the tumor cells shift
from predominantly CXCR3-B to CXCR3-A, with much
of the receptor being left in the cytosol (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. Schematic modeling of CXCR3
isoforms expression during tumor
progression. In non-transformed cells
CXCR3-B is the predominant isoform.
CXCR3 expression level is elevated in
primary and metastatic tumors. With
progression, the ratio shifts towards more
CXCR3-A with most of CXCR3
translocated to the cell cytosol in the
malignant cells.



The role of CXCR3 on tumor progression involves
intricate interaction with stromal cells and results in
complex signaling cascades. Therefore, this review
might not cover all of the aspects involving CXCR3 but
there are several general conclusions can be derived. 1)
total CXCR3 is upregulated in almost all kinds of
tumors; 2) the ratio of CXCR3-A/CXCR3-B is higher in
tumor compare to normal tissue or cell line, and this
ratio is further elevated in metastatic tumor compared to
primary tumor due to increased CXCR3-A or decreased
CXCR3-B, or both; 3) CXCR3-A promotes tumor
progression by promoting cell migration; 4) CXCR3-B
inhibits tumor progression by limiting tumor
migration/invasion as well as preventing tumor
angiogenesis; 5) a shift of CXCR3 from membrane to
cytoplasm plays role in tumor progression as a means to
limit CXCR3-B signaling. 

Although several laboratories investigated and
discussed differential expression of CXCR3-A and
CXCR3-B, the CXCR3 isoforms in cancer still need to
be explored further. Due to overlapping CXCR-A and
CXCR3-B protein sequence, specific antibodies
targeting CXCR3-A cannot be constructed and pose a
hindrance in studying the specific role CXCR3-A in
cancer. The antibodies against different protein 3-D
structures of CXCR3 isoforms are needed urgently.
Moreover, most CXCR3 was found in the cytoplasm of
tumor cells than on the cell surface, but the role of
CXCR3 in the cytoplasm is unknown. Interestingly,
forced overexpression of CXCR3-B in some cell lines is
technically challenging including the cells with
predominant CXCR3-B (unpublished data in our lab and
(Datta et al., 2010; Balan and Pal, 2013)). This suggests
that high level CXCR3-B expression can lead to
activation and cells quiescence/senescence or apoptosis. 

In summary, CXCR3 expression appears to be linked
to tumor progression. Basic investigations have provided
mechanisms by which this may support lethal
developments. Based on this, disruption of CXCR3
signaling may be beneficial for limiting progression.
However, this simple approach is confounded by
CXCR3-B signaling limiting tumor angiogenesis and
CXCR3-A signaling increasing immune cell infiltration.
Thus, the therapies would need to be targeted to the
tumor cells specifically.
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